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The u lity of U-Pb da ng of zircon stems from the mineral’s 
widespread occurrence, pris ne zircon being both physically and 
chemically robust, and the ability to evaluate the presence of 
open system behavior (i.e. “concordance”) through comparison 
of the independent 238U/206Pb, 235U/207Pb, and 232Th/208Pb decay 
chains. The phenomenon of discordance is well documented in 
zircon; however, the nanoscale controls on Pb mobility and Pb 
loss remain poorly defined. The unique characteriza on capabil-
i es of atom probe tomography (APT) have documented Pb-rich 
nanostructures which preserve radiogenic Pb ra os over billions 
of years. The poten al influence of these features on isotope 
systema cs in the subject of this work. 

Nanoscale Pb clustering and mul -domain Pb-mobility in zircon.
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Figure 1: (Above, Le ) zircon 17B-4, a 4.39 Ga zircon separated from lunar sample 73235. While ovals and orange outlines show loca on of 
SHRIMP-RG U-Pb analyses. Red rectangle shows the loca on of the atom probe li -out from which needle shaped specimens were made 
and subsequently run (see below). (Above, Right) Backsca ered electron image of zircon 17B-4 (Blum et al., 2019).
Figure 2: (Below) Reconstructed atom probe data sets showing the nanoscale distribu on of Pb within specimens from a 4.39 Ga lunar 
zircon (Blum et al., 2019)

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Atom Probe Tomography

Atom Probe Tomography (APT) is a 
technique combining me of flight 
mass spectrometry and projec on 
microscopy. A needle shaped 
specimen is prepared and field 
evaporated under high vacuum 
through laser or voltage pulsing. 
The iden ty and ini al posi on of 
evaporated ions can be reconstruct-
ed based on their me of flight and 
impact on the detector, enabling a 
three dimensional reconstruc on of 
the specimen with nm scale spa al 
resolu on, and detec on limits or ~ 
10 parts per million atomic. 
Reconstructed data sets can be 
mined for spa al associa ons as 
well as nanoscale composi on with 
isotope sensi vity.
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MODELING PB INGROWTH AND CLUSTERINGU-PB ISOTOPE EVOLUTION AND PB LOSS DYNAMICS

In the case of Pb loss, Pb will be frac onated from U, but Pb isotopes are not 
frac onated from one another. As a result, the loss of Pb will induce a lateral 
transla on of Pb ingrowth trajectories depending on the me of Pb loss, and the 
frac on of Pb lost (Figure 4). Regions experiencing variable amounts of Pb loss will 
fall along a discordia regression, having an upper concordia intercept at the me 
of crystalliza on, and a lower concordia intercept at the me of Pb loss. The 
y-intercept of the present day discordia regression equals the 207Pb/206Pb ra o for 
the lost/mobile Pb component.

U-Pb Decay and Concordance:

U-Pb Decay and Pb Loss

The modeling of dis nct isotopic domains and their temporal associa ons can be 
understood in the context of me-integrated U and Pb ra os (Figure 3). The 238U → 
206Pb decay decreases the observed 238U/206Pb  and 207Pb/206Pb ra os through me. 
The specific trajectory of ingrowth trends depend on crystalliza on age, with each 
termina ng on the present data concordia (Bonamici and Blum, in press).

Figure 3: (Above) Inverse concordia showing the me-integrated U and Pb ra os for closed 
system evolu on. All trajectories (red lines) start at 238U/206Pb = ∞, and evolve based on 
their crystalliza on age (i.e. their ini al U composi on). As expected, trajectories terminate 
at isotope ra os on the present day concordia.

Figure 4: (Near, right) Inverse 
Concordia showing the ingrowth 
and Pb loss trajectories for a 
zircon having a crystalliza on age 
of t1 = 4.4 Ga, and experiencing Pb 
loss at me tL = 3.0 Ga. Red lines 
show me integrated U-Pb 
evolu on, while grey lines show 
trajectories following Pb loss. (Far 
right) close up of panel, showing 
discordia regression, as well as (1) 
the temporal significance of the 
upper and lower concordia 
intercepts, and (2) the regression 
of the discordant analyses, 
intercep ng the y-axis at the 
isotope composi on of the mobile 
Pb component during Pb loss. 
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Tradi onal interpreta ons of discordance and Pb-loss have not 
considered mul stage histories, in which differen al trapping of Pb 
can influence the observed Pb loss systema cs. This work presents 
the graphical founda ons for Pb clustering, as well as the implica-

ons for differen al Pb loss due to Pb trapping.

For zircons grains with low common Pb components, clusters form 
as radiogenic Pb segregates and is trapped within defect domains 
(e.g. Valley et al., 2015; Blum et al., 2018). In a simple model for 
cluster forma on, the 207Pb/206Pb ra os within the clusters are a 
func on of the crystalliza on age, and me of clustering (Figure 5); 
as long as the crystalliza on age is known, the 207Pb/206Pb ra o can 
be used to determine the age of cluster forma on. 

Tradi onal analysis of zircon by microanaly cal techniques (SIMS, 
LA-ICP-MS) integrate large por ons of the zircon grain; as long as 
Pb has not reorganized and on the micron scale, microanalysis 
reintegrates nanodomains and returns bulk ra os consistent with 
closed system behavior (Figures 5, 6).

U-PB ISOTOPE EVOLUTION AND CLUSTERING

Figure 5: (Above) Schema c illustra on of clustering and age modeling. Clustering associated with high temperature 
episodes (top le ), drives early formed radiogenic Pb into clusters (top right), and generates systema c differences in Pb 
concentra on and isotope ra os throughout the zircon (bo om le  and right).The fact that clusters preserve isotope 
ra os over billions of years suggest they are stable over geologic me. 

Figure 6: (Le ) U-Pb decay and isotope evolu on of a zircon having a crystalliza on age of t1 = 4.4 Ga, and experiencing a 
clustering episode at 4.0 Ga, (no subsequent Pb migra on). Early Pb is driven into clusters, increasing their 238U/206Pb 
ra os. No parent or daughter product is lost from the system, and thus micron scale analyses which re-integrate matrix 
and cluster domains will return a concordant, closed system age (e.g. Valley et al., 2015). Note: For zircon that experiences 
simultaneous Pb clustering and Pb loss, clusters preserve the same isotope ra o as the mobile Pb component during Pb 
loss, and thus the discordant regression will have a y-intercept equivalent to the 207Pb/206Pb ra o of clusters (e.g. Peterman 
et al., 2016).
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t  t t  t t  presentt = t  = tc t = t  = tL 

CLUSTERING AND PB LOSS

We model the poten al influence of clustering on Pb loss and U-Pb isotope 
systema cs following a set of end member boundary condi ons, including:

The loss of radiogenic Pb following a clustering event will systema cally shi  the 
discordia regression, having a dis nct y-intercept (i.e. the 207Pb/206Pb ra o of the 

mobile Pb component at the me of Pb loss). In the context of the presented model, 
this is equivalent to the 207Pb/206Pb composi on of the matrix at me t = tL. 

With the knowledge of a crystalliza on age, and a clustering age, the 
ming of Pb loss can be determined, but is not equivalent to the lower 

concordia intercept of the discordant regression.

Figure 7: (Top, Right) U-Pb decay and isotope evolu on of a zircon having a crystalliza on age of t1 = 4.4 Ga, and experiencing first 
clustering of Pb at t2 = tc = 4.0 Ga, followed by Pb loss from the matrix at t3 = tL = 3.0 Ga. Early Pb is driven into clusters, increasing 
their 238U/206Pb ra o. There is no net loss of Pb at t = tc, thus, the bulk isotope evolu on con nues to evolve in a closed system 
manner un l t = tL. Pb within clusters is considered immobile, and thus Pb is lost from the matrix, having a lower 207Pb/206Pb 
composi on. The magnitude of the isotopic shi  at the me of Pb loss, as well as the final bulk ra o, is determined by the 
frac on of (mobile) Pb retained (fR). 
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1. 238U and 235U are homogeneously distributed and immobile
2. Ini al and common Pb components are negligible.
3. Intermediate daughter behavior is negligible
4. Pb migra on is rapid, and “to comple on”
5. Pb is trapped within clusters, and not re-mobilized in later Pb migra on events.

For such a scenario, the trapping of early radiogenic Pb changes both the amount 
and isotope ra o of mobile Pb at the me of Pb loss, systema cally changing the 
discordant regression and its temporal significance (Figure 7).
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IMPLICATIONS AND PREDICITONS
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This model highlights the impact of mul -domain element (Pb) mobility and its poten-
al influence on Pb loss systema cs. The final (bulk) isotope ra os resul ng from this 

behavior are, primarily, func on of zircon crystalliza on (t1), the ming of cluster 
forma on (tc), the ming of Pb loss (tL), and the frac on of Pb lost/retained. For simple 
discordant regressions, this model would suggest that nanoscale phenomena can 
poten ally distort Pb loss trends and the temporal significance of discordant regres-
sions (Figure 7).

This modeling also forms predic ons regarding unique behavior: the forma on of 
discordant regressions with posi ve slopes in inverse concordia space (Figure 8). This 
phenomenon is observed for a subset of (t1, tc, tL) histories that mobilize a 
low-207Pb/206Pb component. For otherwise well-behaved zircon, posi ve slopes are 
difficult to explain, and may be par cularly indica ve of this type of differen al mobili-
ty. 

Pairing atom probe tomography with U-Pb microanalysis represents a novel means to understand scale-dependent chemical 
phenomena, as well as their temporal and structural associa ons.

With its combina on of isotope sensi vity, spa al resolu on and detec on limits, APT is the only technique capable of resolv-
ing isotopically dis nct nanodomains. Understanding their stability and behavaior is cri cal to understanding discordant phe-

nomena, par cularly in Archean and Hadean geochronology.
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Figure 8: (Top, Right) U-Pb decay and isotope evolu on of a zircon having a crystalliza on age of t1 = 4.4 Ga, and experienc-
ing first clustering of Pb at t2 = tc = 4.0 Ga, followed by Pb loss from the matrix at t3 = tL = 1.0 Ga. The blue dashed line 
indicates the discordia regression of bulk data having lost different amounts of matrix Pb at me t = tL.
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